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Quotes from "Derek" (directed by Isaac Julien, written & narrated by Tilda Swinton) 
 
"They're missing the point. Don't they know the roulette wheel is fixed? The croupier is a card shark. Do 
these people not watch old movies?" (Tilda Swinton) 
 
"Things have got awfully tidy recently. There's a lot of finish on things. Clean film gloss in the neatest of 
hospital corners. The formula merchants are out in force. They're in the market for guaranteed product." 
(Tilda Swinton) 
 
"The measure of a country's self confidence is the degree of freedom that it will give to creative 
intelligence." (unknown woman in the documentary, 1960s) 
 
"This is a chord. This is another. This is a third. Now form a band." (Sniffin' Glue UK punk zine) 
 
"It's the spirited that hold the hands in the long run. It alwasy was. The low key for the long term. The 
irreverent, the cheats, the undaunted and inspired rule breakers. Not the goody-goody industrial types 
with their bedside manners and managerial knowhow. It's all done with smoke and mirrors, and it always 
will be. Not with memos and corporate steering groups. Not with statistical evidence and audience 
screening feedback. Don't they know the basic laws of being in an audience? That we say we want to 
know more about the villain - but we don't really. That we say we like happy endings - but our souls 
droop without the bittersweet touch of something we might recognise, as we bend in from our fascinating 
and complex mortal world to the virtual dark, and back again." (Tilda Swinton) 
 
"There was a fashion for a thing called: normal. And there was a plague abroad called: perversion. 
Wholesome families were all the rage then. There was no such thing as society. And culture meant 
something to do with yogurt. This was before the Sunday Times educated us that culture means: 
digested opinions about marketable artistic endeavours. Things are a little different now." (Tilda Swinton) 
 
"The renaissances are rolling themselves out pretty much yearly now, as director after director makes his 
or her first film and then graduates into making commercials." (Tilda Swinton) 
 
"The dead hand of good taste has commenced its last great attempt to buy up every soul on the planet. 
And from where I'm sitting it's going great guns. Art is now indivisible from the idea of culture, culture 
from heritage, heritage from tourism, tourism (from what I saw emblazoned recently on the window of an 
American chainstore in Glasgow) as the art of leisure ..." (Tilda Swinton) 
 
"I have always wholeheartedly treasured in your work the whiff of the school play. It tickles me still and I 
miss it terribly: the antidote it offers to the mirrorball of the marketable - the artful without the art, the 
meaningful devoid of meaning - is meat and drink to so many of us, looking for that dodgy wig, that loose 
corner where we might prize up the carpet and uncover the rich slates of something we might recognise 
as spirit underneath, something raw and dusty and inarticulate, for heaven's sake." (Tilda Swinton) 
 
"Maybe it's as bad as you and I used to say it could possibly get. Maybe it's worse. But here we are the 
rest of us keeping company all the same. The company you keep with us is just as strong and inspiring 
as it ever was. The example you set us is as simple as a logo to sell a sport shoe: less chat, more action, 
less fiscal reporting, more films, less paralysis, more process, less deference, more dignity, less money, 
more work, less rules, more examples, less dependence, more love." (Tilda Swinton) 
 
See also : https://www.closeupfilmcentre.com/vertigo_magazine/volume-2-issue-4-spring-2003/tilda-
swinton-in-the-spirit-of-derek-jarman/  
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